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Abstract
This study utilises a recently developed, enhanced approach to assess detailed aspects of the corrosive wear behaviour of
different steel grades in aqueous slurries containing three NaCl concentrations (0.05%NaCl, 3.5%NaCl and 10%NaCl).
Erosion-corrosion testing was conducted using a slurry impingement test rig and damage was quantified using volume loss,
potentiodynamic polarisation scans and surface topography. Single- and segmented specimens were adopted to yield the
contribution of the degradation mechanisms in the two hydrodynamic zones (directly impinged and surrounding area). The
overall material losses from the two zones of the stainless steels were observed to increase with increasing salinity. However,
the overall material loss for the low-alloy steel was found to increase from 0.05%NaCl to 3.5%NaCl, before reducing when
the salinity was further increased to 10%NaCl. Changes in salinity were observed to have the most effect on the corrosionenhanced mechanical damage mechanism. The in-house developed technique demonstrated good linkage between single
samples and the outer area damage region. However, it also showed that the use of single samples can be less successful
when assessing highly turbulent (directly impinged) damage regions.
Keywords Erosion-corrosion · Steel · Stainless steel · Salinity

1 Introduction
Corrosive wear is a substantial issue for many industrial
components operating in the oil/gas and mineral ore extraction sectors. Such components (for instance, fluid handling
equipment such as pumps, valves, pipes, etc.) have to operate
in a wide range of conditions and are commonly in contact
with aqueous solutions. The solutions can have a varied
chemical composition dependent upon the industrial process as well as geographical location [1]. Therefore, the total
dissolved salts (TDS)—often referred to as “salinity”—in
the aqueous solution can range from extremely low levels
(less than 50 mg/l) in freshwater to highly saline brines (5%
TDS and above). Also, the increasing demand and scarcity
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of freshwater is requiring industry to utilise and recycle high
saline solutions [2–4].
The use of higher TDS solutions in industry will have an
impact on the durability of components. Therefore, it is clear
that the effect of salinity on common engineering materials
needs to be studied. As it is also common for such industrial
components to be transporting solid particles along with the
aqueous solution, then it is also prevalent to understand how
salinity will affect the corrosive wear process.
Previous corrosive wear studies have focussed on a single-salinity aqueous solution, typically 3.5%NaCl [5, 6].
Some previous work has evaluated two different salinities
(0.05%NaCl and 3.5%NaCl) [7–10] but there appears to be
an absence of literature on the effects of salt concentration
above 3.5%NaCl.
With regard to the effect of salt concentration on the
pure corrosion behaviour of iron, carbon- and low-alloy
steels, there is a general consensus that, in low-turbulent,
solids-free, neutral and low pH conditions [11–15], there
is an increase in corrosion rate with increased NaCl content, before the corrosion rates decrease above a certain salt
concentration. The reported value of the salt concentration
associated with this maximum corrosion rate varies between
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the different studies. In low pH conditions, the maximum
rate is reported to occur at 1%NaCl or less [14, 15]; however,
in neutral conditions, the peak is reported to occur between
1% and 3%NaCl [11–13]. Although some of these differences can be attributed to factors such as variations in the
cathodic reactions over a range of pH, some debate remains
on the correlations between salt concentration and consequent corrosion rate [14, 16]. It is clear that there is a lack
of information and understanding on the effect of salinity on
pure corrosion – and even more so on corrosive wear—of
commonly used engineering materials.
An important aspect of this assessment, of the response
of materials to various levels of salinity in the fluid, is that
it is dependent upon a number of factors:• The complexity of the corrosive wear process- being

dependent upon a number of deterioration mechanisms
that contribute to the overall damage, T summarised as
follows [17–20]:

In a previous paper [22], the focus was on the role of
salinity on the overall material losses – as expressed by
Eq. (1). The effect of salinity on corrosion behaviour of
passive- and non-passive materials was subject to a subsequent detailed study [16]. The purpose of the present paper
is to identify how the various components that contribute
(via Eq. 2) to erosion-corrosion damage are themselves
subject to the influences of different salinities in the two
distinct hydrodynamic zones associated with an impinging, solids-laden stream. To properly identify the interrelating effects of salinity and hydrodynamic conditions,
this assessment has comprised the study of two types of
specimen.
• Measurements on the single specimens (38 mm dia.)
• Analysing the behaviour of segmented specimens

(1)

which facilitates comparisons of features in the directly
impinged zone (DIZ) and outer regions of the specimen—thereby taking into account the different hydrodynamic zones which occur during the impingement
test—and which reflect most operational circumstances

where M is the pure mechanical damage, C is the pure
corrosion component and the two terms, ∆Mc (corrosion-enhanced mechanical damage) and ∆Cm (mechanically enhanced corrosion), often called “synergy”, signify the interactive factors involved in corrosive wear
which often represent a substantial contribution to overall
damage,
• The nature of the hydrodynamic conditions, which
can vary from highly turbulent in the region directly
impinged by a fluid (DIZ) and the surrounding areas
(OA) in which the conditions are much less severe [21].
• Taking the hydrodynamic feature into account, the total
material loss now becomes [21]:-

Thus, using this enhanced analytical technique [21] it
is possible to obtain a deeper understanding of the different degradation processes occurring and how the salinity
is influencing these mechanisms. Recognition of the role
of the different factors on erosion-corrosion in liquids of
varying salinities should represent a useful contribution to
assessments of the durability of engineering alloys in such
a range of water compositions. This study contains four
commonly used engineering materials; a high-strength,
low-alloy steel (UNS G43400), and three grades of stainless steel (Materials & methods section). The erosion-corrosion tests were conducted in a submerged, recirculating,

T = M + C + ΔMc + ΔCm

TVL = EDIZ + CDIZ + ΔCm DIZ + ΔMc DIZ + SAOA + COA + ΔCm OA + ΔMc OA
where TVL is the total volume loss, E
 DIZ represents
the pure mechanical erosion damage, C
 Diz is the pure
corrosion damage, ΔCm DIZ is the corrosion-enhancedby-mechanical damage and ΔMc DIZ is the mechanicalenhanced-by-corrosion damage, all occurring within the
DIZ. The damage mechanisms in the outer area are given
by - S
 AOA signifying the low-angle sliding abrasion damage, COA is the pure corrosion damage, ΔCm OA is the
corrosion-enhanced-by-mechanical damage and ΔMc OA
is the mechanical-enhanced-by-corrosion damage
• The relative extents of the various damage terms in
Eq. (2) are likely to vary on materials upon the surface
of which a passive film does or does not form.
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(2)

impingement slurry-jet test rig.

2 Materials and Methods
The four alloys considered in this study comprised a highstrength low-alloy steel (UNS G43400), a precipitation
hardened martensitic stainless steel (UNS S15500), an
austenitic stainless steel (UNS S31600) and a superduplex stainless steel (UNS S32760). The nominal chemical
composition of each steel is presented in Table 1, and the
measured hardness, nominal density, heat treatment condition and microstructural constituents of each steel are
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displayed in Table 2. The test materials were supplied by
commercial vendors in rod form.
Solid–liquid impingement tests were conducted in
free erosion-corrosion (FEC) conditions using a recirculating, submerged, impingement slurry-jet test rig [23].
The duration of the tests was 1 h. Slurry was impinged
upon the central regions of specimens (38 mm dia.) at
an angle of 90° through a nozzle of 4 mm diameter at
18 m/s with a temperature of 40 ± 1 °C. The nozzle was
offset from the specimen surface by 5 mm. Three slurries were employed to observe the effect of salinity and
they consisted of 500 μm spherical silica sand particles

suspended in 0.05%NaCl, 3.5%NaCl or 10%NaCl aqueous solution. The sand concentration was measured to be
0.5 g/l. The sand size distribution and example of sand
particle geometry is given in Fig. 1. The specimens were
ground to 1200 grit paper prior to testing. The mass loss
of the test samples was measured using a calibrated Sartorius Entris mass balance with an accuracy of ± 0.1 mg.
A minimum of two test replicates was conducted for each
test material and condition.
In situ potentiodynamic polarisation scans [16] were carried out to assess the electrochemical corrosion rates of the
materials in all test conditions. Potentiodynamic polarisation

Table 1  Nominal chemical compositions (%wt) of the tested materials
Material

C

Cr

Ni

Mn

Si

Mo

S

N

P

Cu

W

Nb

Fe

UNS G43400
UNS S15500
UNS S31600
UNS S32760

0.37–0.43
0.07 max
0.08 max
0.03 max

0.7–0.9
14–15.5
16–18
24–26

1.65–2
3.5–5.5
10–14
6–8

0.6–0.8
1 max
2 max
1 max

0.15–0.3
1 max
0.75 max
1 max

0.2–0.3
2–3
3–4

0.04
0.03 max
0.03 max
0.01 max

–
–
0.1 max
0.2–0.3

0.035
0.04
0.045 max
0.03 max

–
2.5–4.5
–
0.5–1

–
–
–
0.5–1

–
0.15–0.45
–
–

Bal
Bal
Bal
Bal

Table 2  Measured hardness, nominal densities, heat treatment condition and microstructural constituents of the tested materials
Material

Hardness (HV–
5kgf)

Density (g/cm3)

Heat treatment condition

Microstructural constituents

UNS G43400
UNS S15500
UNS S31600
UNS S32760

300
360
170
265

7.85
7.80
8.00
7.80

Quenched & tempered
Solution annealed & age hardened
Annealed
Annealed

Martensitic
Martensitic with retained austenite
Austenitic with delta ferrite stringers
Ferrite/austenite duplex structure

Fig. 1  Sand size distribution and example of shape of sand particles
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scans were also conducted in static conditions in order to
evaluate the erosion-enhanced corrosion mechanisms. The
corrosion monitoring exercises, undertaken in static solution, were also undertaken in the jet impingement rig but in
quiescent conditions.
The polarisation tests were conducted 15 min after the
sample was submerged to allow for the free electrode potential, Ecorr, to stabilise. A Gill AC potentiostat was utilised for
the potentiodynamic scans. Platinum was used for the auxiliary electrode and Ag/AgCl was employed as the reference
electrode. The tests were conducted by shifting the initial
electrode potential either 20 mV more positive (cathodic)
or 20 mV more negative (anodic) than the free electrode
potential, hence ensuring that the transition point (the free
corrosion potential, E
 corr) would be captured. Scans then
continued to 300 mV more negative (cathodic) or 300 mV
more positive (anodic) at a sweep rate of 10 mV/min. The
chosen ranges were sufficient to evaluate corrosion current
measurements by way of Tafel extrapolation. The measured
current densities were then used to evaluate the associated
mass losses due to corrosion via calculation using Faraday’s
Law and the so-calculated mass losses were converted to
a volume loss using the nominal density of the respective
steels.
To conduct the polarisation tests, an electrically conductive wire was connected to the rear of the specimens, which
were then cold mounted in epoxy resin. This ensured that
only the directly exposed surface was corroding. Segmented
samples were also used to determine the disparate corrosion rates in the directly impinged zone (DIZ) and outer
area (OA) of the specimens. The segmented samples were
created by cutting a 5 mm diameter cylinder from the centre
of the specimen onto which the jet would impinge (DIZ).
The sides of this cylinder were insulated with a polymer to
prevent electrical connection between the DIZ and OA, and
both regions were separately connected to an electrically

Fig. 2  Segmented sample encapsulated in epoxy resin
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conductive wire as with the full polarisation samples. The
layout and dimensions of these segmented samples is shown
in Fig. 2. An example of a potentiodynamic polarisation scan
for a segmented UNS S15500 sample (with Tafel extrapolation lines) is shown in Fig. 3 and illustrates the substantial
difference in corrosion behaviour in the two hydrodynamic
zones. Figure 4 displays an example of potentiodynamic
polarisation scan replicates for UNS S31600 in 3.5%NaCl
static conditions. The experimental error in the icorr value
was observed to be approximately 5%.
Impressed current cathodic protection (ICCP) tests were
also performed to isolate the pure mechanical damage by
maintaining the electrode potential at -800 mV using an Ag/
AgCl reference electrode. Back extrapolation of the anodic
polarisation curves at this potential demonstrated that the
residual anodic reaction rates were negligible, as has been
observed in a previous study [22].
The wear scar topography of the tested materials (FEC
and ICCP) was assessed using an Alicona InfiniteFocus
3D optical profilometer with a wear scar volume accuracy
of ± 0.02mm3. This procedure facilitated the separation of
the material losses between the DIZ and OA regions (as
described in Eq. 2).
A feature of submerged jet experiments, conducted on
single specimens, in which the area of the directly impinged
zone is less than the overall area, is that the findings essentially represent an “average” of effects experienced in distinctly different hydrodynamic regions and therefore mask
any behavioural differences between these two distinct
regions. The potential benefit of the procedures described
above—involving electrochemical monitoring of segmented
specimens and the surface profiling measurements—is to
provide a means of differentiating trends in material loss
extents and mechanisms associated within the two zones
[21, 23].
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Fig. 3  Example of potentiodynamic polarisation scan for segmented UNS S15500 in 3.5%NaCl solid–liquid impingement conditions
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Fig. 4  Example of potentiodynamic polarisation scan repetitions for UNS S31600 in 3.5%NaCl static conditions
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Fig. 5  Mechanism breakdown for full samples in 0.05%NaCl
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Fig. 6  Mechanism breakdown for full samples in 3.5%NaCl

3 Results and Discussion
3.1 Mechanistic Breakdown of M, C, ∆Mc and ∆Cm
for Full Size Samples
Figures 5, 6, 7 display the findings from measurements and
calculations on single specimens of all four alloys. TVL and
M are measured under FEC and CP conditions respectively,
ΔCM is calculated from the difference in corrosion volume
loss measured in FEC and static conditions, leaving the
ΔMC term as the only unknown in Eq. 1. For the low-alloy

13

steel in 0.05%NaCl solution, the damage was predominantly
mechanical in nature with very little pure corrosion, a small
erosion-enhanced corrosion but a significant corrosionenhanced erosion contribution. As the concentration of salt
rises to 3.5%NaCl, there is a substantial increase in total
material loss (TVL) which is accompanied by an increasing
proportion of corrosion-related damage which accounts for
approximately 60% of the total material loss in the moresaline conditions. An interesting feature is that the amount
of pure corrosion is very small and the main contributors
are the synergy terms in which erosion-enhanced corrosion
(∆Cm) is significant. A further increase in salt concentration
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Fig. 7  Mechanism breakdown for full samples in 10%NaCl

to 10%NaCl leads to a decrease in total material loss which
is associated with corresponding reductions in the magnitudes of the corrosion-related factors.
For the stainless steels, pure mechanical damage was predominant at all salt concentrations but with contributions
from corrosion-enhanced erosion attributing to about 20%
of damage in the most saline solution–despite a negligible
role of pure corrosion.
Summarising the effect of salt concentration, perhaps unsurprisingly, there was no recorded influence on pure mechanical
damage for either low-alloy or stainless steel. Increases in NaCl

concentration did, however, bring about raised contributions
of corrosion-related damage in all of the alloys. The volume
loss caused by pure corrosion for the low-alloy steel, increased
from 0.05%NaCl to 3.5%NaCl but with no further increase up
to 10%NaCl. But, as a proportion of total metal loss, the pure
corrosion contribution was extremely low (3%). Most of the
corrosion-related damage was attributed to the two synergy
terms with a dramatically increased contribution from mechanical-enhanced corrosion in the 3.5%NaCl solution—which did
not, however, increase any further to 10%NaCl. Similar trends
have been reported and discussed previously [16].
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Fig. 8  Breakdown of corrosive wear for segmented sample in 0.05%NaCl
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0.021
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0.021

0.01
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0.013
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0.04
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0.007

0.013
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Fig. 9  Breakdown of corrosive wear for segmented sample in 3.5%NaCl
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Fig. 10  Breakdown of corrosive wear for segmented sample in 10%NaCl

3.2 Mechanistic Breakdown of M, C, ∆Mc and ∆Cm
in Different Hydrodynamic Regions
Figures 8, 9, 10, detail the findings from the segmented samples which break down the degradation mechanisms further into the two different hydrodynamic regions—DIZ and
OA—which will be discussed in detail.
3.2.1 Direct Impinged Zone (DIZ)
The high-angle pure erosion damage occurring in the direct
impinged zone (DIZ), was measured in terms of volume loss
from the cathodically protected test samples. The low-alloy
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Table 3  H/E values and measured volume losses due to high-angle
pure erosion for the tested materials
Material

H/E

H/K1C (m−1/2)

Volume loss due to highangle pure erosion ( mm3)

UNS S31600
UNS S15500
UNS S32760
UNS G43400

0.010
0.018
0.013
0.015

10
44
27
39

0.33
0.34
0.28
0.50

steel exhibited greater volume loss due to the high-angle
pure erosion mechanism than the stainless steels—see
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Table 3. Similar trends have been observed in other studies [5, 24], where a medium carbon steel performed poorer
than stainless steels under impingement erosion conditions.
Marginal differences were observed when comparing the
stainless steels, with the UNS S32760 exhibiting a slightly
smaller volume loss than the UNS S15500 and the UNS
S31600. The marginal differences between the stainless
steels have been observed in terms of wear scar depths in
a previous study [5]. By comparing the material’s hardness
in Table 2, no obvious linkage could be connected between
the resistance to high-angle erosion and material hardness.
A more widely accepted notion is the relationship between
sliding abrasion resistance and hardness (H); this will be
discussed later. Other theories suggest that the elastic modulus (E) and fracture toughness (K1c) are material properties
which are also important and that a high hardness to elastic
modulus ratio or a high H/K1C ratio are desirable [25–27].
However, in this study there was also no clear relationship
between the H/E or H/K1C ratios with the volume loss due
to high-angle erosion (Table 3). The lack of correlation
between conventional material properties and high-angle
erosion resistance may be attributed to the high-strain rate
conditions which occur during a high velocity impingement
erosion-corrosion experiment [28].
From Figs. 8, 9, 10, it is evident that the dominant factor
contributing to the volume losses in the DIZ was mechanical erosion. Indeed, the material loss of the low-alloy steel
due to corrosion, erosion-enhanced corrosion and corrosion-enhanced erosion in the wear scar were found to be
negligible at each salinity. In the DIZ, the contribution of
the pure corrosion factor to overall material loss, calculated
via Faraday’s Law from the anodic polarisation scans of the
segmented samples, as shown in Fig. 3 and in a previous
study [16], was very small or negligible for all tested alloys
at every salinity. Although, as displayed in Fig. 3, the passive films were being sporadically destroyed by impacting
sand particles [29–31], it appears that the intermittent depassivation/re-passivation events restricted the corrosion
damage. The domination of erosion processes is likely to be
associated with the size, shape and concentration of the sand
as well as the velocity of the jet.
3.2.2 Outer Area (OA)
The pure sliding abrasion damage of the materials was calculated by subtracting the erosion damage in the DIZ under
cathodic protection conditions from the total volume loss.
The sliding abrasion damage has been illustrated in previous work [22]. Although there is often a link between high
hardness and improved sliding abrasion resistance, the lowalloy steel, which exhibited the second greatest hardness,
was found to have the poorest sliding abrasion resistance.
This implies that the correlation between increased hardness
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and abrasion resistance is more complex than suggested in
previous research [32–34]. Work conducted by Xu et al. [35]
suggests that an increase in hardness of steels does not necessarily increase abrasion wear resistance and is in fact influenced more by grain size, grain morphology and amount of
retained austenite.
3.2.2.1 Erosion‑Enhanced Corrosion, ∆Cm For the UNS
G43400 steel, there were some very distinct trends in this
parameter that are attributable to the inherently poor corrosion resistance of this material that does not benefit from
the establishment of a surface passive film. When the salinity was increased from 0.05%NaCl to 3.5%NaCl, there was
a huge increase in ∆Cm in both hydrodynamic zones and
this effect can be ascribed to the corrosion products being
continuously swept off the surface by the impinging slurry
which in turn exposes fresh, bare steel to the corrosive environment. Upon raising the salinity further to 10%NaCl,
however, there was a small decrease in both the DIZ and
the OA. These changes in ∆Cm with salinity mirror those
in pure corrosion rates since the latter increased substantially from 0.05% to 3.5%NaCl but were unchanged upon
the further increase in salinity to 10%NaCl (Figs. 8, 9, 10).
These trends with salinity have been discussed elsewhere
[16] in terms of less protective surface corrosion products at
moderate salinities but the influence of competitive adsorption of Cl- ions and (OH)- at higher chloride concentrations.
For the stainless steels, trends in ∆Cm with salinity were
much less clear cut and this is certainly associated with the
extremely low/ negligible values for this parameter, due to
the influence of the passive films. Even though these are
being de-stabilised by the impacting sand particles, the
re-passivation events are practically instantaneous, hence,
this along with their higher alloying content, result in the
extremely small/negligible erosion-enhanced corrosion.
3.2.2.2 Corrosion‑Enhanced Abrasion, ∆MC The low-alloy
steel exhibited significant corrosion-enhanced abrasion
damage in the OA at all salinities (17–21% of overall damage) but this proportion did not increase with salinity. This
is likely to be associated with the observed corrosion rates
remaining the same between 3.5%NaCl to 10%NaCl and this
feature represents a similarity between the corrosion rate/
salinity trends between low-turbulence conditions [12–15]
and impingement situations which have been discussed in
detail elsewhere [16].
For the low-alloy steel, the corrosion-enhanced abrasion
mechanisms can be attributed to the corrosion pits which are
formed, as illustrated in a previous related study [22]. The
pits cause local turbulence which enhances the mechanical
erosion damage. Corrosion roughens the surface causing
micro-turbulence, this would be exacerbated by corrosion
pits [36].
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Of the stainless steels, ∆MC was negligible at the lowest
salinity (hardly surprising given the also negligible pure corrosion rates) and was also low for the UNS S31600 grade at
the higher NaCl concentrations. The UNS S15500 and UNS
S32160 grades, however, exhibited significant increases in
∆MC with increasing salinity attaining contributions to
the overall material loss of 15–20%) at the highest salinity. These differences between the stainless steels can be
attributed to the role of metallurgical structure in corrosionenhanced erosion, as described below.
A reason for corrosion-enhanced abrasion in the austenitic stainless steel was suggested by Matsumura et al. [37]
who suggested that corrosion removes the work hardened
layer which in turn causes the stainless steel to be more susceptible to mechanical damage. Alternative explanations
take account of the two-phase structure of two of the stainless steels. For example, the superduplex stainless steel is an
example of a dual-phase material which can exhibit synergistic damage that is associated with micro-galvanic action
at the phase boundaries. The latter phenomena has been
shown in a number of erosion-corrosion systems, where the
ferrite phase acts as an anode and the austenite phase acts
as a cathode [38, 39]. Thus, an explanation for the involvement of such synergy in UNS S32760 and UNS S15500 is
galvanic corrosion between the two or more different microstructural features (ferrite and austenite for UNS S32760
and martensite, retained austenite and precipitates for UNS
S15500 steel) which allows easier removal of material from
mechanical damage processes.
Table 4  Comparisons of volume losses recorded from single and segmented specimens of UNS G43400
% NaCl

Single specimen
Segmented specivolume loss, m
 m3 men, DIZ volume
loss, mm3

Segmented specimen OA volume
loss, mm3

0.05
3.5
10.0

1.30
3.42
2.95

0.85
2.93
2.42

0.45
0.49
0.53

3.3 Comparisons between Indications of Damage
Contributions from Single and Segmented
Specimens
As pointed out earlier, one of the potential limitations associated with submerged jet experiments, conducted on specimens/components in which the area of the directly impinged
zone is less than the overall area, is that the findings essentially represent an “average” of effects experienced in distinctly different hydrodynamic regions.
Thus, for the low-alloy steel, the data in Figs. 5, 6,
7 demonstrate that the total volume loss increases from
0.05% to 3.5% NaCl but then displays a decrease at 10%
NaCl. As shown in Table 4, however, this trend is only replicated in the volume losses recorded in the outer region of
a segmented specimen and does not correlate with the values observed in the directly impinged zone. These effects
are clearly associated with the different mechanisms of
damage during erosion-corrosion. Thus, in the DIZ, at
all salinities studied, the damage mechanism is almost
entirely pure erosion. In contrast, the indications from
a single specimen and from the OA measurements on a
segmented specimen both reveal substantial contributions
(over 60%) from corrosion-related (C + ∆Cm + ∆Mc) processes. In other words, the predictive behaviour obtained
from a single specimen is more reliable indicator of damage in the OA but not so in the DIZ.
With regard to stainless steels, as Table 5 shows, all
variants of damage assessment (single specimen, DIZ and
OA) indicate a continuous increase in volume loss with
% NaCl for each type of stainless steel. In terms of comparisons between the different alloys at any specific NaCl
concentration, the single specimen data indicates slight
increases in volume losses for the UNS S15000 compared
to the austenitic UNS S31600 alloy but the material loss
exhibited by the superduplex stainless steel was less than
the other alloys. These trends are more in line with the
material losses exhibited in the outer zones than for the
DIZ where there was no distinct evidence of increased

Table 5  Comparisons of volume losses recorded from single and segmented specimens of the stainless steels
% NaCl Single specimen volume loss, m
 m3

Segmented specimen, DIZ volume loss,
mm3

Segmented specimen OA volume loss, m
 m3

UNS S31600 UNS S15500 UNS S32760 UNS S31600 UNS S15500 UNS S32760 UNS S31600 UNS S15500 UNS S32760
0.05
3.5
10.0

0.70
0.75
0.90

13

0.75
0.80
1.0

0.60
0.65
0.75

0.33
0.39
0.48

0.34
0.37
0.41

0.28
0.31
0.34

0.35
0.37
0.46

0.38
0.45
0.61

0.35
0.40
0.45
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material losses experienced by the UNS S15500 alloy
compared to the UNS S31600 grade.
In summary, it appears that the use of a single specimen
to obtain damage trends in most submerged jet experiments is likely to yield imprecise findings in some circumstances–especially in relation to the attack on the directly
impinged zone. This feature has been noted in previous
investigations [21–23, 40]. It is worthwhile noting that
there is reasonable correlation between the material loss
of single samples and the outer area. Such imprecision,
in the prediction of damage in the directly impinged zone
provided by data from single specimens, is particularly
problematical when it is recognised that this is the region
where the erosion-corrosion damage is at its most severe.

4 Conclusions
The work has provided some indications that the vulnerability
of materials to corrosive wear may not be seriously increased
in higher salinity (above 3.5%NaCl) aqueous solutions.
• The effect of increasing the salt content of an imping-

ing slurry can be fairly complex both in terms of the
influence on overall material loss but also in respect of
varying effects on different materials and in different
hydrodynamic zones of an impacted component.
• For the stainless steels, the majority of the damage was
observed to be mechanical in both wear regions. This
feature is obviously related to the relatively high corrosion resistance of these alloys. Nevertheless, there was
a general increase in corrosion-related damage mechanisms with increased salinity. This was a result of the
periodic de-passivation/re-passivation events which, in
turn, was the basis of a significant proportion (up to 33%
at 10%NaCl) of corrosion-enhanced material loss in the
outer area.
• For the low-alloy steel, as the salt content was raised
from 0.05%NaCl to 3.5%NaCl, the contribution of corrosion-related mechanisms to the overall damage was
increased significantly. However, when the salinity was
increased further to 10%NaCl, the overall damage was
not intensified and in fact decreased. This influence of
salinity was found, as expected, to be linked to corrosionrelated damage. The influence of flow on increasing the
corrosion rate, ∆Cm, is obviously crucial but the role
of corrosion in accelerating the mechanical damage also
represents a less-obvious element of damage in low-angle
corrosion abrasion situations.
• Additional “sensitivity” is obtained by the use of segmented specimens in avoiding somewhat oversimplified
conclusions that may arise in some circumstances from
the use of a single specimen. For instance, the findings

using a single specimen were generally in accord with
the behaviour in the outermost regions but with little, or
no correlation to the damage experienced in the directly–
impinged part of the component.
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